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The young need anchoring in adult connections; This way of life provides all but been obscured in the search
for individual happiness. Collectively neither have re-found out the wisdom meant for a complete life and the
mission that has been built into the last phase, both of which arise from God's good style for the
generations. The younger among us are disconnected in an over-connected world-frequently lonely, gradual
to mature, and anxious, they seek security while abandoning the ease and comfort of faith. Their elders
possess long, healthy years forward, but toward what end? Retirement as a period to indulge a desire to
travel, or to spend their days in leisure will come to appear purposeless.We sense that something important
is damaged. their elders need purpose within their last lap-together they are able to restore the broken
links of the design for a complete, meaningful existence.Herein, today's elders at the gate are given the
vision, encouragement, and understanding for how they are able to become the mentors they are designed
to be, beginning to help restoration the broken links between your generations and committing their lives to
bringing maturity and signifying to those who follow.
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" If all generations considered how they could connect with other generations, we all could be better
off.Important thoughts for all generations I think Ray does a good job of making all generations consider
their role in existence and what it means to anticipate "retirement. I'm 1/3 of just how through and will
update later!
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